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ABSTRACT
Recent neural ranking algorithms focus on learning semantic matching between query and document terms. However, practical learning to rank systems typically rely on a wide range of side information beyond query and document textual features, like location, user context, etc. It is common practice to concatenate all of these features and rely on deep models to learn a complex representation.

We study how to effectively and efficiently combine textual information from queries and documents with other useful but less prominent side information for learning to rank. We conduct synthetic experiments to show that: 1) neural networks are inefficient at learning the interaction between two prominent features (e.g., query and document embedding features) in the presence of other less prominent features; 2) direct application of a state-of-art method for higher-order feature generation is also inefficient.

Based on the above observations, we propose a simple but effective matching cross network (MCN) method for learning to rank with side information. MCN conducts an element-wise multiplication matching of query and document embeddings and leverages a technique called latent cross to effectively learn the interaction between matching output and all side information. The approach is easy to implement, and adds minimal parameters and latency overhead to standard neural ranking architectures.

We conduct extensive experiments using two of the world’s largest personal search engines, Gmail and Google Drive search, and show that each proposed component adds meaningful gains against a strong production baseline with minimal latency overhead, thereby demonstrating the practical effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neural ranking methods are commonly used today in a variety of information retrieval tasks. Most existing methods focus on semantic matching between query and documents using distributional representations learned from large amounts of data [16].

However, in addition to the query and document content, modern search engines leverage a variety of side information to improve their ranking performance. These features may not be as prominent as the content features, but can still boost performance if used appropriately. One example is situational context [30], such as location, platform (desktop vs phone), and time of the day, which are query and document independent. Another example is user-specific features, such as demographics and historical preferences, which are crucial for personalized search experiences [11]. How to effectively and efficiently combine all of this available side information is an important but not well explored problem.

Leveraging side information is especially important in the personal search setting, where users only have access to their own private documents (e.g., emails). Therefore the amount of training data available for each user is quite limited [3]. As a result, user and context features take on extra importance. For example, if a user searches “receipt” at an airport, it is more likely that she is looking for flight ticket receipts over other types of receipts.

A common practice for utilizing side information is concatenating all the features and relying on a deep model to learn the complex interactions between the features [30]. However, standard deep learning approaches are inefficient at learning complex representations from data [4] as they typically require both large amounts of data and large models. In practical large-scale applications, large amounts of high quality labeled data is often difficult to come by and large models can be a concern for latency-sensitive user-facing products. In this work, we study how to both effectively and efficiently combine textual information from queries and documents with side information. We begin with an empirical analysis of the conventional feed-forward network and a state-of-art feature interaction learning framework called latent cross [4]. We demonstrate that both are inefficient at capturing the interactions of two prominent features when other less prominent features exist. This finding is particularly relevant to information retrieval tasks where it is often the case that two prominent features (i.e., queries and documents) exist alongside other side information.

Motivated by these findings, we introduce a simple but effective approach called Matching Cross Network (MCN), which takes advantage of the dominance of query-document matching in information
2 RELATED WORK

Neural ranking models have become popular in the information retrieval community. Most existing work focuses on semantic matching between queries and documents [23, 25, 28, 31]. For instance, the DUET model [17] considers local exact text matching combined with semantic embeddings. This architecture introduces considerable overhead with term matching matrix and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) modules. [18] first builds a matching matrix between two texts, then treats the matrix as an image and uses CNNs for feature extraction. [6] explores CNNs and kernel pooling for soft matching between query and document n-grams. The Deep Semantic Similarity Model [12] uses Siamese networks to learn embeddings for matching. [20] focuses on social media search with small amounts of context. [31] tries to match query with multiple fields of the document, including document title and body. [19] explores the idea of probabilistic word embedding (PWE) for query and document matching, but found PWE is in general difficult to use and train due to the large amount of parameters. A recent survey on neural search can be found at [16]. Most prior work typically does not consider the rich side information available in practice. Our work demonstrates the importance of early matching for learning to rank when side information is available. Our proposed framework has a general query and document matching module where existing work can easily be leveraged.

On the other hand, large-scale search systems usually leverage efficient query-document matching [10] then re-rank top candidates with rich side information [29] to further boost performance. A common practice is to concatenate all features in a simple feed-forward architecture and rely on deep models to learn complex representations [2, 7, 14, 30]. Some recent work demonstrated it is inefficient for standard deep models to learn effective representations from data in the information retrieval domain. [22] tries to incorporate query clusters as a feature, but could not get any performance gain with concatenation. They thus design a multi-task objective to use query cluster prediction as an auxiliary task to guide the representation learning. Our work also tries to address the limitations of standard neural architectures for search ranking problems, with an emphasis on effectiveness, efficiency, and simplicity.

Side information, especially contextual features, are extensively explored in recommender systems research since such information is critical for making high quality recommendations. [24] directly feeds contextual information into a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for session-based recommendations. [32] multiplicatively incorporated temporal information into a long short-term memory (LSTM) model for better sequential recommendation. The recent work of latent cross [4] describes a simple technique to efficiently learn high-order feature interactions, such as the platform (mobile vs desktop) in Youtube video recommendation. Our work applies this state-of-art idea to learn the interaction between textual information and side information in search ranking.

3 MODELING MOTIVATION

We begin by demonstrating the limitations of standard feed-forward networks and latent cross [4] using a synthetic dataset that is meant to mimic typical search ranking problems.

Each example in the dataset consists of three 20-dimensional features \( f_1, f_2, f_3 \). Each feature value is initialized from a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. The label for each example is generated by only using information from \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) as

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \cos(f_1, f_2) > 0 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \cos(\cdot) \) is the cosine similarity. This dataset imitates common search scenarios, with \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) being akin to query and document features. Three datasets are generated for training, validation, and test purposes, each consisting of 1,000 samples.

Three different model architectures are evaluated: 1) Concatenation of all features. 2) Using \( f_3 \) as the latent cross with other features (i.e., element-wise multiplication between \( f_1 \) and \( f_3 \) and the output of deep layers using \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) as inputs, see more details in Section 5.2). 3) Conducting element-wise multiplication between \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) first, then concatenating the output with \( f_3 \). All models use three hidden layers with 20, 10, and 5 neurons respectively.
layers. We use cross entropy loss and Adagrad [9] optimizer for training. We use different hidden layer widths to see the model’s efficiency for modeling the data, similar to [4]. For each experiment, we pick the checkpoint with highest validation accuracy.

![Graph showing accuracy vs hidden layer width for different concatenation methods](image)

**Figure 2:** Simple feature concatenation and using latent cross are both inefficient at learning the cosine similarity.

The results on the test data are shown in Figure 2. We observe that concatenation in feed-forward network and naively applying latent cross are inefficient at modeling this seemingly simple synthetic dataset since the performance increases slowly with more hidden units. Our hypothesis of the failure of directly applying latent cross is, $f_1$ and $f_2$ are too separated in the model architecture, so their interactions are difficult to learn. On the other hand, an early matching of two prominent features makes learning much easier - approach 3 serves as a sanity check and shows the dataset is learnable.

Note that the goal here is to simply illustrate a fundamental limitation of standard deep learning architectures on a dataset with two prominent features, similar to common search ranking settings. Our new model, which is motivated by these findings, will be verified on real-world search datasets in Section 6.

## 4 MODELING PRELIMINARIES

Suppose we have a set of queries $Q = \{q_1\}^{\vert Q \vert}_{i=1}$. Each query $q_i$ is associated with a set of documents $d_i = \{d_{i,1}, d_{i,2}, ..., d_{i,n_i}\}$ where $n_i$ is the total number of documents corresponding to $q_i$. Let $x_{i,k}$ denote the training features for the query-document pair $(q_i, d_{i,k})$. Each query-document pair $(q_i, d_{i,k})$ is associated with a label $y_{i,k}$ that denotes the level of relevance for the pair. Typically, for click-through data, $y_{i,k}$ ($k \in \{n_i\}$) is a binary indicator of whether the user clicked document $d_{i,k}$. The learning-to-rank problem is to learn a function $f$ that takes $x_{i,k}$ as input and outputs a relevance score between $q_i$ and $d_{i,k}$ to optimize a predefined ranking objective

$$
\max_f \frac{1}{\vert Q \vert} \sum_{i=1}^{\vert Q \vert} m \left( \left\{ y_{i,k}, f(x_{i,k}) \right\}^{n_i}_{k=1} \right)
$$

(1)

where the metric $m(\cdot)$ is an evaluation metric like NDCG [5]. Directly optimizing the above objective is difficult because the metric $m(\cdot)$ is not smooth. Typical learning-to-rank algorithms use smooth surrogate objectives such as logistic or hinge loss [15] that are easier to optimize. Doing so converts (1) into the following minimization problem.

$$
\min_f \ell : \frac{1}{\vert Q \vert} \sum_{i=1}^{\vert Q \vert} \ell \left( \left\{ y_{i,k}, f(x_{i,k}) \right\}^{n_i}_{k=1} \right)
$$

(2)

where $\ell(\cdot)$ is the loss function that can be pointwise, pairwise, or listwise [15].

## 5 METHODS

In this section, we describe the Matching Cross Network (MCN) model.

### 5.1 Embedding Features Matching

We use embeddings to represent query and document textual features, which is common in neural learning-to-rank systems [16, 17, 22]. For simplicity, we assume query and document terms use the same dictionary and embedding lookup table (so they also have the same embedding dimension), which reduces the number of model parameters. Query and document term embeddings are aggregated using the average word embedding (or average pooling) to represent queries and documents, which is a common practice [16].

Motivated by the synthetic experiments, we advocate the early matching of queries and documents before feeding them into deep architectures. We propose to use a simple matching between query and document embeddings as

$$f_{\text{matching}} = e_{\text{query}} \odot e_{\text{document}},$$

where $\odot$ is the element-wise multiplication operator. Note that more complex existing semantic matching methods [16] might also be used here. We find that a direct matching function via multiplication is simple to implement, adds minimal overhead to training time, model size, and inference latency. Also, using a shared embedding dictionary for queries and documents incorporates some of the textual matching ideas from DUET [17] (i.e., if the embeddings of queries and documents are the same, the output score will be high due to element-wise multiplication). We will show in experiments that this simple idea brings immediate performance gains over a well-tuned neural network that concatenates features. We also empirically show that several more complex matching functions do not provide significant extra gains.

### 5.2 Latent Cross

Latent Cross is a recent technique deployed in Youtube recommendation systems [4]. It feeds certain features into a separate shortcut network, and allows for more efficient higher order feature interaction learning. For example, in recommendation systems, it makes sense to implicitly generate feature interactions between user type and other item features.

$$f_{\text{cross}} = (1 + w_{\text{latent}}) \odot h_{\text{out}},$$

where $w_{\text{latent}}$ is the embedding for context or latent features such as user type and platform, and $h_{\text{out}}$ is the output of the final hidden layer of other features. In the context of search ranking, the latent cross attempts to generate feature interactions between queries
and other features. However, as we will show in the experimental evaluation section, this naive application of latent cross does not work well in practice.

5.3 Matching Cross Network

The general architecture of MCN is shown in Figure 3. MCN has two major components that combines the ideas from previous sections: 1) the early matching of query embeddings and document embeddings through a simple element-wise multiplication. 2) the matching output is used as latent cross features to facilitate the learning of its interactions with the additional side information.

The overall MCN architecture adds a negligible number of parameters as well as almost no additional latency compared with more basic architectures since the added operations are simply multiplications and no new features are introduced. The changes do not require any infrastructure changes (e.g. making some new features available or adding support for a new operator) in real-world serving systems, so it can be easily deployed and tested.

MCN may be easily extendable by treating it as the composition of a matching component that much of the neural ranking research has been focusing on [16] (though complexity and latency should be considered in practice), and a regular deep component where general learning-to-rank ideas [15] can be applied.

![Figure 3: Diagram of the Matching Cross Network.](image)

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first describe the data and the features used in the experiments; we then present the evaluation setup and metrics. Finally, we explore both the offline and the online experimental results using two of the world’s largest personal search engines.

6.1 Data

Our experiments use the click-through data from Google GMail and Drive, which we refer to as GMail and Drive for simplicity in the remainder of this section. For offline model training and evaluation, we collect GMail and Drive search logs between Aug. and Dec. 2018, resulting in hundreds of millions of queries with clicks. Among all the queries, 80% are used for training, 10% are used for validation and parameter tuning, and the remaining 10% are used for testing. All queries in the development set are issued strictly later than all queries in the training set, and all queries in the testing set are issued strictly later than all queries in the development (validation) set. On average, each GMail query has six candidate documents and each Drive query has five candidate documents based on their respective search interfaces.

To preserve user privacy, we only use frequent word and character n-grams that occur across multiple users to represent queries and documents and feed them into embedding layers. The n-gram embedding lookup table is randomly initialized since we have a large amount of data. The dataset also contains a rich set of side information, including situational features (e.g. time of the day), user features (e.g. user’s previous click behavior), and non-textual document attributes (e.g. document age). As is common in personal search [3, 26, 30], we use click data as labels to learn and evaluate our proposed ranking models offline. Furthermore, we apply position bias correction techniques [26] during training to mitigate label bias from click data.

6.2 Experimental Setup and Metrics

We describe both offline and online metrics that will be used.

**Offline metrics.** We use weighted mean reciprocal rank (WMRR) as our primary metric offline, since it has been found to be predictive of online gains in prior work [26]. WMRR is calculated as follows:

\[
WMRR = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j \frac{1}{\text{rank}_i}}
\]

(3)

where \( w_i \) denotes the bias correction weight, which is inversely proportional to the probability of observing a click at the clicked position. The weights are set using methods described in [26] and the same set of weights are used for all models. \( N \) denotes the size of the evaluation set. \( \text{rank}_i \) denotes the rank position of the clicked document for the \( i \)-th query in the evaluation set. Higher WMRR numbers indicates the better model performance.

**Online metrics.** We track several metrics during user-facing online experiments. One key online metric is Click-Through Rate (CTR), measuring the percentage of search sessions during which users click a shown result. We also track a ranking-focused metric, the average clicked position (ACP) of the clicked results as

\[
ACP = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \text{rank}_i,
\]

(4)

where \( M \) denotes the number of clicked sessions. Note that a lower ACP number indicates better performance. An ideal ranking model should increase CTR (so users click more) and decrease ACP (the clicked document is ranked higher). We also report additional user-facing metrics that focus on user search experience.

6.3 Offline Experimental Results

We compare the following models, where all the hyper-parameters are chosen via proper tuning on the condition that each model is trained and evaluated independently over the datasets. All the neural models are implemented using the Tensorflow toolkit [1] and trained with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent.

(1) **Baseline.** The baseline model is the concatenation model. All the features including query and document embeddings
are concatenated before being fed into deep layers. This is similar to the approach described by Zamani et al. [30]. The model has three fully-connected hidden layers. The number of neurons in these layers vary from 128 to 512 and the rectifiers are all ReLUs. All other models are compared against this baseline model.

(2) **Decision tree (DT)** is a popular technique used for search ranking, especially prior to neural ranking approaches. The DT model is an in-house implementation based on LambdaDA [27] with WMRR as the metric to compute the lambda gradient [8]. The final number of leaves across all trees is 1000. Note that DT is not a neural approach so it does not use embedding-based representations for queries and documents. Thus, the query and document embedding components are replaced with a BM25-based [21] matching score. All other features are fed into DT.

(3) **Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)** is a popular feature extractor for NLP tasks [13] that has also been explored for search tasks [17]. Similar to [17], we use CNN modules to extract features from query and document embeddings then concatenate them with other features before feeding them into the fully connected layers. Hyperparameters tuned include filter size, number of CNN layers, and stride size.

(4) **Latent Cross** This is a direct application of latent cross [4]. The model treats the query as a latent feature and naively applies latent cross to the output of a deep module with all other features.

(5) **Multiplication First**, which first gets the element-wise multiplication output of query and document embeddings then concatenates it with other features and feeds them into fully connected layers. In other words, this is MCN without latent cross.

(6) **MCN.** The proposed architecture, as shown in Figure 3.

(7) **Kernel MCN.** We also experimented with a straightforward extension of MCN by increasing its model capacity. Instead of an element-wise multiplication between query and document embedding as in Sec 5.1, we can use a linear projection matrix between them:

$$ f_{\text{matching}} = q_{\text{query}} \cdot P \cdot d_{\text{document}}, $$

which allows interactions between embedding dimensions. This model reduces to MCN when $P$ is the identity matrix. We also tried more complex interaction operators but the results were similar so we omit them.

The offline experiment results are shown in Table 1. It should be noted that in large commercial search systems, an approach with an improvement around 0.1% over a large-scale evaluation data set is fairly significant [26].

From Table 1, we can make the following observations.

(1) DT models do not work well without learning embedding features, which is also observed in some other work [14]. This verifies the strength of semantic matching reported in the recent literature.

(2) We were unable to achieve good results using CNN after extensive tuning. This shows the limited advantage of CNN over standard text embeddings in the evaluated dataset. More importantly, the training time is significantly longer than standard neural architectures. MCN, on the other hand, adds minimal training overhead due to the simple operations involved.

(3) The positive results of Multiplication First shows that early matching, while simple, provides meaningful performance improvements over concatenation. This empirically verifies our findings in Section 3 that the concatenation architecture is inefficient in learning the query-document interactions.

(4) The insignificant results of Latent Cross shows that simply treating the query as a latent feature does not work well. Unlike in recommendation systems [4], we need to explicitly model query-document matching to attain the best results in search ranking.

(5) MCN and Kernel MCN work the best among all the models. The experiment numbers show that (1) early matching matters, and 2) facilitating interaction between the output of matching and side information is meaningful, as MCN outperforms the Multiplication First method on both the GMail and Drive datasets.

(6) The minor difference between kernel MCN and MCN shows that simply increasing the capacity of the matching function does not significantly increase performance. Early matching itself, though simple, works sufficiently well on the large-scale real-world datasets.

6.4 Online Experimental Result

We conducted large-scale online experiments to further verify the effectiveness of the MCN method. We use Drive search for the experiment, as MCN achieves the best improvement over the baseline on this dataset offline. The experiments were run in a standard A/B experiment setting for a subset of users for one month in March 2019, collecting metrics from 10 million search sessions. We allocated a fraction of online traffic to the experiments, half of the traffic uses existing production (Concatenation) model and half uses the MCN model. Because MCN has minimal changes compared to the production model, it easily met the latency requirements necessary to support Drive’s “search-as-you-type” experience that serves millions of users. Note that the baseline is trained using the same training data as the experimental model. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Relative performance of MCN over the production model (Concatenation), together with the confidence interval (CI). Statistically significant results are bold. ↓ indicates that a lower value reflects better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Relative Performance</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>+1.90%</td>
<td>±1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACP (↓)</td>
<td>-1.97%</td>
<td>±0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandon Rate (↓)</td>
<td>-0.74%</td>
<td>±0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Click per Session</td>
<td>+0.96%</td>
<td>±1.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Click (↓)</td>
<td>-0.62%</td>
<td>±1.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see a consistent 1.9% relative CTR (click through rate) improvement and 1.57% ACP (average click position) decrease compared to the production baseline model. These improvements are considered highly significant in the production setting. It shows that MCN generalizes well beyond optimizing logged click data.

The other three metrics are session-level metrics. Abandon rate is the percentage of users abandoning a search session without clicking any results. Long Click per Session is the number of long clicks in every search session (dwelling on the clicked document for more than five seconds). Time to Click is the time a user spends between starting a search session and the first click. All these metrics are significantly positive or trending positive, showing MCN helps to improve the user’s search experience. MCN has been fully deployed to serve all Drive search traffic due to these positive evaluation results and the ease of deployment.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We studied how to utilize query and document embeddings more effectively and efficiently in the presence of other side information in learning to rank problems. We started by showing the limitation effectively and efficiently in the presence of other side information that MCN generalizes well beyond optimizing logged click data. The three other metrics are session-level metrics. Abandon rate is the percentage of users abandoning a search session without clicking any results. Long Click per Session is the number of long clicks in every search session (dwelling on the clicked document for more than five seconds). Time to Click is the time a user spends between starting a search session and the first click. All these metrics are significantly positive or trending positive, showing MCN helps to improve the user’s search experience. MCN has been fully deployed to serve all Drive search traffic due to these positive evaluation results and the ease of deployment.
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